Philology and hermeneutics as the analysis and interpretation of natural language text in written historical sources are the predecessors of modern content analysis and date back already to antiquity. In empirical social sciences, especially in sociology, content analysis provides valuable insights to social structures and cultural norms of the present and past. With the ever growing amount of text on the web to analyze, also numerous computer-assisted text analysis techniques and tools were developed in sociological research. However, existing methods often go without sufficient standardization. As a consequence, sociological text analysis is lacking transparency, reproducibility and data re-usability. The goal of this paper is to show, how Linked Data principles and Entity Linking techniques can be used to structure, publish and analyze natural language text for sociological research to tackle these shortcomings. This is achieved on the use case of constitutional text documents of the Netherlands from 1884 to 2016 which represent an important contribution to the European cultural heritage. Finally, the generated data is made available and re-usable as Linked Data not only for sociologists, but also for all other researchers in the digital humanities domain interested in the development of constitutions in the Netherlands.
Introduction
Since the earliest existence of writing, text served as a means of human to human communication and is firmly established in human cultures [39] . The development of the Web and (for instance) the establishment of optical character recognition (OCR) and automated speech recognition (ASR) technologies increased the amount and diversity of natural language text available to humans and machines. Cultural heritage often is manifested in text and by now, numerous means to explore cultural heritage exist to make the data accessible and explorable to a broad audience, including interactive visualizations and recommendation systems. However, in order to understand cultural heritage scientifically, fields like digital humanities and social science exist. For sociologists, this unthinkable expanse of information captured in the form of text provides an important entry to social realty [27] . Sociological content analysis therefore also represents a necessary gateway to understanding cultural heritage and the social reality cultural heritage data captures. The mentioned cultural heritage exploration tools created for a broad audience however, are often not sufficient for sociologists to perform a scientific content analysis with. Instead, tools are needed to process, store, model, annotate (code) and analyze the data in order to develop new theories or test existing theories. With the increasing amount of text to be analyzed, also more technologies have been created to fulfill these tasks. In sociology, computer-assisted content analysis started out with (from today's perspective) simple frequency and valence analyses during the 1950s [35] and grew to more sophisticated statistical Natural Language Processing (NLP) approaches which became increasingly accurate and efficient in a way that they supported to uncover linguistic structures as well as semantic associations [11] . By now, a broad range of interesting and promising methods of computer assisted data acquisition and analysis have established. However, [29] criticizes that especially in social scientific research, no standardized and systematic means of the analysis of complex text material has emerged. [27] emphasizes the necessity to establish universal standards for a sustainable computer assisted text mining in sociology. Another problem in sociology regards data sharing, which is to this day widely not standardized and often not practiced at all [44, 17] . According to [4] , this lack of transparency lowers the integrity and interpretability of the performed research and its results. Another widely discussed issue in sociology is the re-use of research data, especially qualitative data [30] . A study by [6] suggests that sociologists generally welcome re-using research data in sociology, but certain aspects which includes the difficulty of finding and accessing these data often prevents them to do so.
The Semantic Web provides "a common framework for the liberation of data" [1] by giving data an independent existence [13] . As the Linked Open Data Cloud 3 visualizes, numerous domains have already not only firmly established methods to utilize the possibilities provided by Linked Data, they have also found ways to take part in the development, providing new applications based on the general idea. However in the field of sociological content analysis, Linked Data has so far not played an important role despite the promising standards and principles it entails.
The goal of this paper is to leverage Linked Data and its principles for computer-assisted sociological content analysis. Furthermore, it is demonstrated how this field of research can benefit from the mentioned data liberation process. Thereby, open research problems in both, the Linked Data and social science communities are discussed which (if solved) may improve the process of content analysis in the future. A lesson learned here is that in order to better understand cultural heritage data and its meaning for the society it originated in, the Linked Data research community is challenged to support sociologists in improving their research process to be more transparent, reproducible and re-usable. This paper demonstrates and discusses intersection points between Linked Data and content analysis in sociology on the foundation of the use case of constitutional text documents of the Netherlands from 1884 to 2016. The use case is generalizable and integrates Linked Data in sociological text analysis on a real world research example and thereby utilizes and discusses knowledge engineering, Named Entity Linking (NEL), and querying. Building on the previous work achieved in [41] , the presented paper takes the Linked Data perspective instead of the sole sociological view.
This paper is structured as follows. In the following section 2, relevant previous works on the intersection between social science and Linked Data are presented. Section 3 presents the use case of constitutional text documents and on this foundation, sociological content analysis techniques in combination with Linked Data technologies are discussed in section 4.3. Section 5 closes this paper.
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work exists which discusses the intersection between content analysis in sociology and Linked Data in the hereby presented depth. [13] motivated this work mostly, because the author pointed out the possibilities and necessity of Semantic Web technologies in this sociological analysis process. [2] defines annotation requirements to be implemented in cultural heritage annotation projects. The results are based on case studies at the National Library of Latvia. While the results are insightful, they do not completely apply to the process of content analysis in sociology. [11] emphasizes the foundations and applications of text mining in sociology, however, without discussing Linked Data applications. The use case to reveal intersection points between sociologists and the Linked Data community involves Dutch constitution documents. These documents were converted from their original XML format into RDF. The constitute project 4 as presented by [10] aimed at creating a platform for professionals drafting constitutions, and thus requiring to read and compare constitutions of various countries with each other. The main differences to the work presented here are (1) that the data is modeled not for constitution drafting but for a scientific content analysis and (2) the documents by [10] represent the latest version of a constitution and not all historical editions as it is the case in this presented paper.
Use Case
To asses the feasibility and benefits of modeling, storing, annotating and querying documents for sociological content analysis based on Linked Data, a generalizable research example of constitutional documents was chosen. The original document corpus was created by [23] . It consists of 20 XML documents with each one version of the Dutch constitution from 1884 to 2016 in German language.
The previous work achieved by the authors is as important as it was cumbersome, since no machine-readable and chronological dataset of European constitutions is publicly available on the Web. Even though an HTML representation of these constitutions in German language exists on the Web 5 , the information which changes appeared in which constitution edition is presented in an unstructured way. In sociological research, constitution texts enable to learn about state identities, definitions of affiliations (e.g. citizens, foreigners, heads of state) and their change over time [3, 28, 12] . Constitutions can be viewed as a mirror of society and as a self-description of the state in the context of global societies [14] and therefore represent an important contribution to cultural heritage. Sociological research questions involving constitution texts include the modeling of the relationship between the state and the citizen [23] , the modeling of gender in a state [16, 20] and religious freedom [40, 26] . Constitutions follow a strict structure and hierarchy. Each document is divided into several main chapters which are furthermore divided into paragraphs, articles and sections. As often required in sociological content analysis, studying constitutional documents requires to research their structure, their content as well as their changes over time. Even though this use case covers only one domain of research for sociologists, it poses versatile research problems and is generalizable to a broad range of cultural heritage texts used for content analysis in sociology.
Linked Data enabled Content Analysis for Sociology
In sociological research, data sharing and publishing is neither standardized nor is it widely practiced. Studies by [44] and [17] show that social science journals have just been starting to slowly adapt data sharing policies and most journals which enforce data publishing policies do so mostly in an incomplete and varied way. The problem gets more clear when having a look at the research process itself. In sociology, content analysis is generally performed in a process in which data is pre-processed (this can involve digitizing content as well as transforming the data into the needed format for analysis), followed by a coding process (i.e. categorizing the data in varying depth) and an analysis of the produced data to establish first hypotheses or test theories. However, as mentioned in Sect. 1, this process lacks standardized methods and reproducibility which jeopardizes the integrity of research results. This section addresses all three steps in this research process and shows how Linked Data can help to improve its reproducibility and transparency based on the use case scenario described in Sect. 3. Moreover, a number of insufficiencies are discussed which pose interesting long-term research questions for interdisciplinary research.
Modeling and Publishing Documents
The corpus introduced in Sect. 3 was originally created and made available as XML by [23] . While XML provides a number of benefits regarding the way data can be encoded syntactically, the format also has many disadvantages in contrast to RDF, especially in terms of re-usability, data extension and linking to external resources [8] . [10] specifically point out the benefits of publishing constitutional documents as RDF rather than XML. The data from the presented use case were converted to Linked Data according to the best practices specified by the W3C [19] . The Constitute Project already developed an ontology for this domain of constitution documents, which was reused and adapted. The ontology treats all parts of a constitution in the same way, regardless of its structural element (e.g article, section, paragraph). However, the information whether a piece of text belongs to a specific paragraph or a chapter is needed for querying in the context of a sociological analysis, therefore the ontology was adapted accordingly. Furthermore, the ontology by [10] models the year the respective constitution was created in, but often several constitution versions are created in the same year. The ontology was adapted accordingly for the presented use case. [23] created the constitutional XML documents which were utilized in the presented work. As a contribution for this paper, the data were modeled and published as Linked Open Data. As a result, anyone is now able to re-use the data, query the data using the standardized SPARQL query language as opposed to proprietary XML parsers, and to reference each single semantic unit of a document separately. An example snippet of the generated RDF data is depicted in Figure 1 . All generated RDF data are made available on Github 6 . For sociologists to model and publish their data as Linked Data for content analysis to become better reproducible and reusable, this process seems straight forward. In order to find existing vocabularies for re-use, several tools exist, including Linked Open Vocabularies 7 or Prefix.cc 8 . Furthermore, there are a number of tools and guides to support researchers in the development and reuse of ontologies, e.g. [32, 18, 37] .
Semantic Annotation
As mentioned above, a major part of the analysis of textual content in sociology is referred to as coding. This process means to categorize texts for analysis in order to develop new theories or test existing ones. One issue in this process is that often closed source tools are used which store the resulting data in proprietary formats (e.g. MAXQDA 9 or ATLAS.ti 10 ). If neither the textual mentions the code is referring to nor the terms or categories used for coding (and their relationships) are made available immediately together with the concluding text drawn from the analysis, the research is not reproducible. One solution is to implement semantic annotation which makes use of ontologies, which explicitly structure knowledge and define relationships between concepts and individuals. On the example of the described use case, this section demonstrates and discusses semantic annotation for the content analysis process in sociology. Annotation System Manual or semi-automatic annotation of text with entities from a large knowledge base like DBpedia requires an efficient user interface. The task of the user interface is to suggest possible entity candidates to the annotating user based on an input text. One of the major challenges is to present the entities in a way that users unfamiliar with Linked Data (lay-users) are able to make use of the interfaces. Lay-users typically have no further insight about what the content of a knowledge base is or how it is structured, which has to be considered when suggesting the entities the user should choose from [38] . Some entity mentions yield to lists of thousands of candidates which a human cannot survey quickly to find the correct one. Therefore, autosuggestion utilities are applied to rank and organize the candidate lists according to e. g. string similarity with the entity mention, or general popularity of the entity [34] .
There exist many semantic annotation systems, as e.g. [9] , which enables semi-automated semantic text annotation in real-time. This feature seems promising but is not applicable for the presented use case. The Pundit Annotator Pro by [31] allows users to define their own properties and knowledge bases. However, the annotator is not available for free. Another alternative is the INCEpTION annotator by [22] which implements a variety of complex linguistic and semantic annotation functionalities. However, to semantically annotate parts of the constitution documents from the mentioned use case and to assess the sufficiency of the DBpedia knowledge base and annotation techniques for sociology, the refer annotation system was used [42] . refer consists of a set of powerful tools focusing on NEL. It aims at helping text authors to semi-automatically analyze textual content and semantically annotate it with DBpedia entities. In refer, automated NEL is complemented by manual semantic annotation supported by sophisticated autosuggestion of candidate entities. refer is chosen for this task, because it fulfills all annotation criteria mentioned by [21] , is publicly available 11 , and configurable. Furthermore, a user study focusing on lay-users has shown that the refer annotation interface is easy to use and enables a sophisticated annotation process for lay users [42] . The user can choose between a manual and automated annotation process. For automated annotation, refer deploys KEA-NEL [43] . For manual (or semi-automated) annotations, the refer annotator includes two configurable interfaces for creating or correcting annotations: the Modal annotator, shown in Figure 2 and an the Inline annotator. The interface leaves sufficient space for displaying relevant entities and additional information. Also, it provides a useful parallel view of all available categories. While this manual method seems (and is) cumbersome, it enables to evaluate the feasibility of DBpedia for constitution documents in depth.
Annotation Criteria For the presented annotation task, several annotation criteria were defined, crucial for reproducibility. For sociological text analysis, it is generally assumed that rigid as well as non-rigid designators are important [25] . The rationale here is to generate as much knowledge as possible from the text to be able to analyze the data from multiple perspectives. Further entity annotation criteria regard entity specificity and completeness. It was defined to annotate textual mentions with semantic entities as specific and as complete as possible. A 'Not In List' (NIL) entity was created and included in the configurable annotation interface. Whenever the annotating user encountered an entity not available in the knowledge base, the NIL entity was used to assess the level of completeness of the annotations and the sufficiency of the knowledge base. When annotating historical text documents for scientific analysis, it is especially important to acknowledge the entities' temporal role. That means, if a text in a Dutch constitution document edition from the year 2016 mentions a term like 'der König' (the King), the term was annotated with the DBpedia resource dbr:Willem-Alexander of the Netherlands. This task of temporal role detection is part of current research in NLP. Advances in this field have been accomplished by [24] , the topic is also tackled in a current research project led by the University of Zurich 12 . Even though the NLP and NEL technologies are constantly improving, this rather difficult task of disambiguation has not yet been solved in a way that it can be easily implemented in any domain. This aspect also affirmed the decision to proceed with a manual annotation process in this use case.
Result Parts of three constitutional documents were semantically annotated with DBpedia entities according to the criteria and method discussed above. The RDFa output created with refer was converted into NIF2 to ensure interoperability between language resources and annotations [15] . Overall, 1.175 annotations were created in three constitution documents using 218 distinct DBpedia entities. This means that on average, each DBpedia entity was used around five times. Over all documents, 242 NIL annotations were used, which means that around 20% of all named entities in the documents were not in the knowledge base (or could not be found). All annotations and a list of NIL annotation surface forms is presented on Github 13 .
Lessons Learned Overall, it can be concluded that semantic annotations significantly improve the reproducibility of the research process, especially using ontologies like NIF2 or Open Annotation [36] , because each conclusion drawn from the annotation (or coding) process can be proven directly in the annotation document up to character level. Data re-use is also ensured, especially if the annotation criteria are listed in the research process. The created annotations may be re-used in form of RDFa, useful for HTML pages, or NIF2 useful for querying and further adaptation. In general if the annotations are created thoroughly, they can furthermore function as a gold standard for computer scientists to improve and test NEL systems, especially with regard to the annotation criteria mentioned above. However, the process also revealed insufficiencies in terms of the underlying knowledge base, language problems and process automation. In the following, these shortcomings are listed and discussed with the goal to stress on their importance in future research work.
1. Knowledge Graph: Choosing DBpedia to annotate constitution documents seems reasonable, because the text corpus deals with constitutions, i.e. country specific information and facts about state leaders. These topics are generally well represented in Wikipedia. However, for 20% of all annotations NIL-entities were used. Therefore it can be concluded that solely using DBpedia is not enough for a profound annotation of these documents. One reason for this may be the systemic bias in Wikipedia [33] . It is easy to imagine that this problem does not only exist for constitution related documents but for a broad range of topics and domains. In general, solving this problem in the long term is crucial to enable sociologists to reliably use the knowledge base for their research process. In future work, also Wikidata should be tested as a knowledge base sufficient for the analysis, but to the best of our knowledge we could not find a user interface for annotating text with Wikidata items similar to refer. However, sociologists also need to partake in the process of creating knowledge graphs which fulfill their annotation needs. This way, the entire Linked Data community can benefit from this interdisciplinary approach as well. 2. Language Issues: Most NEL systems are created for English language text. This is a major problem when large non-English text corpora have to by analyzed. If non-English cultural heritage content is supposed to be analyzed and understood by sociologists and in any other domain, this is an important research task for the future. One prominent automated NEL system for German language text is DBpedia Spotlight [7] . However, initial experiments with the system revealed that the annotations did not meet the criteria mentioned above. Therefore it was eliminated from the research process. 3. Historical text: The fact that the corpus in the use case includes documents dating back to 1884 further complicates the annotation process. For instance, it was important to map entities according to their temporal role. So far, there is no NEL system available which allows to annotate these temporal roles in German language with a decent quality. Apart from the temporal role disambiguation in this work, one challenge this corpus also provides is the changing style of language in the documents over time.
Even though these insufficiencies evolved during the annotation of constitutional texts, the problems are generalizable to a broad range of cultural heritage data. If these open research problems are resolved, social scientists seeking to understand large text corpora are able to use semantic annotation systems for their analysis process in a more automated manner.
Querying
When analyzing historical content in sociology, its changes over time as well as their causes and effects with regard to the society in which they appeared are crucial information to be studied. These changes may appear in the structure of a document as well as in the content itself. In this section it will be discussed on the example of the use case, how the previous data modelling and semantic annotation supports the analysis process. For this purpose all previously generated data was imported into the Blazegraph triple store 14 to be queried using SPARQL.
Time based analysis. Figure 3 visualizes an example of the analysis process which is enabled by previously modeling the data as Linked Data and querying. The different constitution editions are placed on a timeline along with information on structural changes and DBpedia context information. Constitutional documents follow a strict formal hierarchy. Each document is organized into several units, being the chapters, paragraphs, articles, and sections. A constitution's chapter as the top level structural unit sets the entire framework of the constitution. Therefore querying and visualizing the changes of chapter numbers in constitutions (cf. red line) already reveal significant changes made in each document and allow the sociologist to focus on specific editions in the further analysis. Via federated querying, context information can be integrated into the process. In this case, information on the respective Dutch monarch was integrated via DBpedia, which may provide hints on the causes or effects on constitutional changes for further investigation. Knowledge Graph Structure. Linked Data enabled sociological content analysis is especially useful when DBpedia entities are not only included into the analysis to widen the context, but also the underlying graph structure is utilized, as visualized in Figure 4 . In constitution texts, the monarch is named "King" at all times. Even if the monarch was a women (Queen). In sociology, the information of the monarch's gender is vital [5] . With the temporal role annotations as described in section 4.2, the respective constitution editions can be aggregated in a more meaningful manner. When only taking into account the Dutch constitution, this possibility seems rather unspectacular, but being able to aggregate all European constitutions according to the gender of the head of state emphasizes how useful Linked Data can be in this analysis process.
Visual Aids. The RDFa enrichment created with refer enables to visualize additional information about annotated entities directly within the context of the document which has proven to be useful for the research process. When the annotated text is published within Wordpress (as it is the case with refer ), the annotations are immediately presented in the document's HTML code. On mouseover, a so-called infobox as shown in Figure 5 is displayed below the annotated text fragment. It contains basic information about the entity derived from DBpedia, e.g. a thumbnail and additional data from the entity RDF graph put in a table layout. When exploring an annotated document corpus of interest, sociologists can make use of these infobox visualizations to learn more about the data in front of them without having to leave the original context of the text. This can support a better understanding of the text, for instance if a certain term is unknown to them or, as shown in Figure 5 , they want to learn about the temporal roles of entities. Discussion. Querying the documents for sociological content analysis with SPARQL revealed that the created data model and semantic annotations are immensely useful and allow to not only the aggregation of the data in the corpus on its own but also through the exploitation of DBpedia's graph structure. Using SPARQL on a RDF dataset which is shared with the research community also enables to share each query which led to the respective results. To make these benefits available to a large number of sociologists, a task for interdisciplinary future work is to create effective interactive visualizations for content analysis. These visualizations can be timelines which also incorporate context information from an external knowledge graph as well as relationship visualizations.
This section demonstrated the benefits of applying Linked Data standards to the different tasks of content analysis in sociology. This involves data modeling and publishing, annotation and querying. Major open research problems include the extension and improvement of existing knowledge graphs, the improvement of NEL systems for non-English texts and the possibility to annotate entities with respect to their temporal roles. Furthermore, meaningful visualizations may be developed to enable a better scientific exploration for non-technical users.
Conclusion
Content analysis in sociology is a gateway to understanding cultural heritage data. While a number of methods evolved to contribute to this process of modeling, annotating and analyzing textual content, most methods lack sufficient standardization which results in a research process where the results are often not reproducible and the data cannot be reused. Linked Data may be one way to counter these problems. The goal of this paper was therefore to present and discuss intersection points between Linked Data and content analysis in sociology. On the use case of historical Dutch constitutional documents, it was shown how Linked Data can enhance the entire research process by modeling and distributing research data in RDF, by semantically annotating texts e.g. with DBpedia entities and by querying the documents using SPARQL. One contribution of this paper is to provide lessons learned from the process, which revealed important and interesting open problems to be solved in interdisciplinary research between Linked Data experts and sociologists. Finally, it became apparent that in order to better understand cultural heritage data and its meaning for society, the Linked Data research community is challenged to support sociologists in improving their research to be more transparent, reproducible and re-usable.
